
‘Journey with us into the future of bathroom adaptations as we Adapt For Change’ 

#AdaptForChange

Our wide range of accessible showering solutions have been designed to cater for every level of care  
requirement, installation suitability and design aesthetic. Understanding that not all needs are the same  

and not every family has the same approach, our solutions can be specified to work specifically for you.

    An increased use of sustainably sourced and UK manufactured goods
    Free access to professional training and outstanding customer service
    Personalised product design with form and function at its heart
    Easier access to technology, delivering faster solutions

We believe in adapting for change. We are leading the way  
to be part of the transformation that provides inclusivity  
for the entire accessible showering solutions sector.

@impeyshowers
#AdaptForChange

www.impeyshowers.com
E: adaptations@impeyshowers.com
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When Impey was founded, a generation ago, our core 
mission was to deliver better showering options for 
people who required accessible or step-free solutions.

This objective set the DNA of our brand and still 
guides us today. We are proud to say that nearly 30 
years later, we are the UK’s recognised market leader  
in level-access wetroom showering.

www.impeyshowers.com 

Occupational Therapists provide a critical 
service in specifying safe and functional shower 
spaces. To assist OTs with their critical work, 
our knowledgeable team is on hand to help. 
We provide support to navigate the world 
of technical surveys, building regulations, 
contractor delays, waiting lists, DFG funding, 
compliance, and faltering product performance.

Historically there has been a lack of choice and 
aspirational design options available throughout 
the healthcare showering sector. Collaborating 
with Occupational Therapists we are continually 
striving to bring together form and function 
and to dispel the myth that accessible solutions 
should be unattractive and clinical.

We believe that true accessible design should 
cater to individual preferences in harmony with 
family inclusiveness, embracing both physical 
and mental well-being.

Our expanding portfolio of award-winning 
accessible showering products offers the chance 
to create elegant and ergonomic shower 
spaces: choose from high performance wetroom 
floor formers, shower trays with graded slip 
resistance, market-leading half height shower 
doors, multi-function grab rails, glass screens 
that provide space and dignity and shower seats 
with colour and shape variation.

The bathrooms within this brochure have 
been designed to offer a delicate balance  
of style, form, accessibility and function;  
providing just a glimpse of the extensive 
product portfolio we offer.
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pure simplicity

Maxi-Grip Plus Grab Rail

Maxi-Grip Plus Grab Rail

Level-Dec EasyFit Floor Former

Converting a room into a  
bathroom can help to create a  
comfortable space for everyone. 
Ensuring the room is accessible  
and manageable for all users is  
imperative to any design.

Accessible showering is achievable in  
any situation with the introduction of this 
Bluetooth waste pump from Whale, which 
can be installed up to 3 metres away from 
the drainage point. This intuitive pump  
has been designed to work with this Mira 
shower to communicate simultaneously  
to prevent any flooding. 

The bi-folding shower doors provide a wide 
opening due to the ability to fold right back 
to the wall. The Maxi-Grip Plus and grab 
rails are placed so the user can move around 
the room with stability and assistance. The 
Closomat wash and dry toilet allows for a 
complete and comfortable clean.

Product Innovation:
Elevate bi-folding doors feature paddles which lift the doors 15mm off 
the vinyl flooring. These paddles are designed with the user in mind and 
can simply be nudged with a hand, elbow or forearm with minimal effort 
required. See page 19 for more information.

Closomat Palma Vita Automatic Toilet

Padded Folding Shower Seat

Elevate Half Height Doors

Mira Advanced Flex Extra ShowerWhite Steel Drop Down Grab Rail

4 www.impeyshowers.com 
Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com

Whale Instant Match Bluetooth Pump
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Shower Rail & Curtain



contrasting charm
FreeGlide Half Height Doors

Mira Advanced Flex Extra Shower

Close Coupled Toilet and Basin

Radiate Shower Tray

Maxi-Grip Plus Grab Rail

Limited space does not have to 
be restrictive. The use of striking 
bold walls and innovative products 
maximise accessibility in this 
bathroom which boasts a spacious 
and welcoming aesthetic.

The multi-purpose mechanism of the 
FreeGlide shower door allows for a wide 
opening into the showering area. The 
sliding motion of the doors is coupled 
with 90° rotation to maximise accessibility. 
Carefully positioned Maxi-Grip Plus grab 
rails ensure that the user can independently 
move around the room with stability  
and reassurance.

All aspects of this bathroom are designed 
with easy cleaning in mind including the 
shower curtain, which can also be used to 
create private areas within a small space. 
The sanitaryware can be provided as a kit 
with comfort seat height, lever flush and the 
basin which features a TMV2, eliminating 
the risk of scalding.

Product Innovation:
The Radiate tray is an advanced ultra-quiet shower tray designed to house 
the pumped waste within the 40mm base, eliminating the need to recess it 
into flooring. This makes it ideal for high rise developments. See page 19 
for more information.

6 www.impeyshowers.com 
Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com

Shower Rail & Curtain
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This bold and playful design creates 
an enjoyable environment for all 
ages. Catering to the needs of all 
users, it is inviting and practical for 
the whole family

Our spring assisted Elevate bi-folding 
shower doors and Maxi-Grip Plus grab rails 
have been designed to provide a high level 
of independence due to their ease of use 
for all ages and abilities. 

The thermostatically controlled TMV2 Mixer 
Shower and minimal 35mm shower tray with 
exceptional slip resistant design ensure that 
safety is paramount in this room design. The 
addition of a Closomat cleaning toilet and 
SlimFold shower bench, complete the room, 
offering both hygiene and comfort.

Shower Rail & Curtain

Closomat Palma Vita Automatic Toilet

Elevate Half Height Doors

Product Innovation:
The Maxi-Grip Plus grab rail range was developed with the help of the 
RNIB. Colour contrast inserts enable people with visual impairments to 
locate the grab rail more easily. See page 19 for more information.

elegant retreatfun & functional

Slimline Shower Tray

TMV2 Mixer Shower

Maxi-Grip Plus Grab Rail

Maxi-Grip Plus Grab Rail

8 www.impeyshowers.com 
Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com

Compact 1 Tap Lever Basin

SlimFold Bench
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Designed to provide a calming 
retreat, away from the hustle and 
bustle of daily family life, this 
shower space embraces clever 
design elements which encourage 
versatility and allow for a creative 
use of the space

Where level-access is not possible, our ultra-
low Mantis shower tray is a great alternative 
providing easy, low access, suitable for 
wheelchair users. The SlimFold horseshoe 
seat helps with intimate showering and can 
be folded against the wall when not in use, 
providing maximum shower space.

The addition of polished Boston accessories 
completes this timeless family bathroom and 
provides physical support. This adaptation 
incorporates peace-of-mind and style, ideal 
for a multi-generational family.

Supreme Screen

SlimFold Horsehoe Shower Seat

Mantis Shower Tray

Mira Advanced Flex Extra Shower

Polished Stainless Steel Rail and  
Drop Down Rail

Product Innovation:
The Mantis is the only 24mm shower tray on the market, delivering  
significant advancement to low-level showering. See page 19 for more 
information.

elegant retreatmodern escape

Toilet Brush and Holder

Close Coupled Toilet and Basin
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Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com
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elegant retreat
Creating a sophisticated sanctuary 
with elegant accessibility, this 
design shows how a wetroom can 
be personalised. Complementing 
aspects boast minimalist styling  
with thoughtful interior detailing.

A true sense of space is provided by our 
Supreme glass screen with subtly integrated 
grab rail. The wetroom tray features an ideal 
1:40 built-in gradient situated as a floorboard 
replacement and can be incorporated into 
the style of the home, offering level-access 
showering to avoid trip hazards.

The addition of the brushed finish grab  
rails from the Boston collection, does away 
with the normal stark plastic and embraces  
a stylish modern touch. The placement of  
the wall-mounted white shower seat  
provides discretion, and the seat’s intuitive 
folding mechanism provides additional  
space within the wetroom.

Polished Stainless Steel Riser 
Grab Rail

Supreme Screen

TMV2 Mixer Shower

Level-Dec EasyFit Floor Former

Polished Stainless Steel Grab Rail & Toilet Roll Holder

Product Innovation:

Our Level-Dec EasyFit is the most specified floor former on the market 
owing to its versatility. It can be supplied with a choice of grey or chrome 

drain top. See page 19 for more information.

Polished Stainless Steel Grab Rail
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Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com

Fold Down Shower Seat



Survey specialists 
We can provide a bespoke design survey for your individual requirements. Working with each client 
and understanding their specific needs, we can create a customised 3D illustration displaying their ideal 
showering solution.

CPD training
Our continued commitment is to provide support, advice, and CPD training to everyone, and to this end, 
we will make every effort to work around your availability. 

Reasons to 
choose Impey
We are immensely proud of our highly experienced  
support team and UK manufacturing heritage.
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Technical team 
We understand the varied requirements 
of accessibility and how this can differ for 
individuals and their unique installation 
requirements. Our experienced Technical 
team are able to offer instant access to 
unmatched specialist sector knowledge; 
ensuring a thorough understanding of our 
diverse portfolio alongside a wealth of 
technical expertise.

R&D team
With over 25 years of experience, we not 
only provide a ‘fit for purpose’ healthcare 
solution but also have an on-hand team to 
support with level-access showering. All 
products are created by our highly skilled 
team of designers, and backed up by 
industry-standard testing.

www.impeyshowers.com 
Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com

Scan for Impey support 
and resources
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With all supporting departments based at 
our head office in Ilton, Somerset, we can 
consistently deliver a high level of customer 
service with confidence. Our employees are 
all product trained by our Technical team to 
ensure they provide the best advice and tailored 
solutions to suit the needs of our customers.

Bespoke UK 
manufacturing
As a UK-based manufacturer, we are proud to  
employ a local workforce.

Each Impey product is made with the  
highest levels of care and attention to detail.

At our manufacturing site in Bridgnorth, 
Shropshire, we use streamlined, modern 
manufacturing processes to ensure that all 
our products are of unparalleled quality  
and produced as efficiently as possible.

We are committed to the use of new  
materials and in-house tooling, whilst  
ensuring complete compliance through  
our testing facility. 
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Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com
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In-house
innovation
Leading the way in innovation for wetrooms 
and accessible bathrooms.

Innovations are embedded in every design 
across our Impey portfolio. We redefine 
what is possible, add value and bring 
unprecedented benefits to the installer  
and end-user.

Combining enhanced functionality and 
improved performance with stylish and 
contemporary design, we make it easy 
to create tailored showering spaces that 
are modern, attractive and cater to exact 
mobility requirements.

Across our product ranges, the best 
materials and rigorous construction 
methods are utilised, to ensure the  
highest quality and reliability.

www.impeyshowers.com 

Level-Dec EasyFit™ 

     Award winning patented technology – the UK’s most popular wetroom floor former
     Can be installed on joists or bedded into concrete
     Consistent gradient across entirety of surface and drainage plate
     360° rotating drain plate to avoid underfloor obstructions – for faster installations
     Versatile - can be trimmed to suit bespoke situations
     Made in the UK

Mantis Shower Tray
     Ultra slim 24mm high shower tray
     Offers direct alternative to situations where a floor former is unsuitable
     Can be installed above or below ground to suit specific locations
     Flow rate of 11l/min to suit electric showers
     Anti-shine finish and tread pattern provides Class B DIN 51097 slip resistance
     Made in the UK

Elevate and FreeGlide Half Height Doors 

     Market leading half height doors
     Dementia aware colour contrasting features for people with visual impairments
     Dementia aware anti-glare safety PETG panels
     No finger or dirt traps – all moving parts are concealed
     Easy assembly access for full retro maintenance
     Made to bespoke order in the UK

Maxi-Grip Plus Grab Rails 

     Created with the help of the RNIB
     Colour contrasting features for people with visual impairments
     Internal aluminium core for superior supporting strength
     Square design for increased surface area and slip resistance
     Reactive surface texture for improved grip
     Made in the UK

Contact our dedicated adaptations team for information on product specification, CPD Training 

workshops, free surveying, or technical queries. Email adaptations@impeyshowers.com
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Radiate Shower Tray
     Low level 40mm tray
     Designed for unbreachable flooring situations
     Purpose built for pumped drainage
     Compatible ramps available
     Anti-shine finish and tread pattern provides Class B DIN 51097 slip resistance
     Made in the UK
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